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Perfect Language Student?

Never much good at languages

• Learning Irish with this accent.

• Scared of those Faux Amis.



But Languages are related. . .

• One swallow does not a summer make.

• Eén zwaluw maakt nog geen zomer.



Even English is not Simple

If you think that, you’ve got another coming!



think thing



So, where’s this going?



The Wood for the Trees — in my Head



Wrong type of wood!



Let out inner angry blogger

I presume that the phrase that is being alluded to is

"Can’t see the wood for the trees", and the implication is

that reading The Economist will allow you to see the wood

(ie., the log).



Unfortunately, this expression means "cannot see the
big picture" and "the wood" actually refers to a
small forest! This can be confirmed by checking a
dictionary or by looking at the equivalent
expressions in Dutch "Je kunt door de bomen het bos
niet meer zien" (you can no longer see the forest
through the trees), French "L’arbre qui cache la
foret" (the tree which hides the forest) or other
languages.



That’s not half of them either. . .



. . . but some are notable by their absence.

Polish, Italian, Portugese
The neighbours have it.

Chinese, Japanses
May be a recent import.

Turkish
May be adopting.

Irish
No sign.



They Replied

Referred me to Brewer’s Concise Phrase and Fable.

Also dropped a clanger:
I wouldn’t consider commenting on the origin of the

phrase when translated into foreign languages, since the
ad was designed only for the UK market.



I couldn’t resist

Some time has passed since Dublin, where I saw these
posters, was in was a part of the UK. The Irish
language seems to have no equivalent expression. The
expression came into use in the 1700s, possibly
originating from the German poet Christoph Martin
Weiland, ...



But I was wrong...

• The phrase is much older than Wieland.

• Heard of John Heywood (c. 1497 - c. 1580)?



John Heywood

The Proverbs of John Heywood (1546)
A dialogue of the effectual proverbs

in the English Tongue concerning marriage

Plentie is no deyntie. ye see not your owne ease.
I see, ye can not see the wood for trees.





Hot off the press

The second parte of the co[n]futacion of Tyndals answere in
whyche is also confuted the chyrche that Tyndale deuyseth. And

the chyrche also that frere Barns deuyseth.
Made by syr Thomas More knyght.

(1533)



And there’s more...

• Dictionary usually only gives definition.

• Could have been nonsense meaning?

• How could you investigate properly?



To finish

Languages: More friends than faux amis.

Can your favourite language see the wood for the trees?

I can’t help but feel that I can’t. . .


